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The ministry does not restrict toilet choice for those who have changed their gender on the census register. However, a prerequisite for the change is undergoing sex change surgery.
Court rules it's OK to limit transgender woman's choice of toilet
For instance, “Learning a new language isn’t always ... eye” usually refers to a person. This idiom is one of the oldest, dating back more than 1,000 years. Grammarist.com says the eye ...
These Are 13 of the Most Frequently Used Idioms in the English Language
A Japanese court ruled on May 27 that it was legal for the trade ministry to impose restrictions on a transgender official's use of the women's restrooms.
Japan court rules toilet use limit for transgender official legal
Unfortunately, however, even our expert translators found some of the idioms — shall we say — puzzling ... By cross-referencing this new tablet with other materials in our archives, the translators ...
Kominers’s Conundrums: Take a Crypto Break With Ancient Traders
It is often said that three or so of 1,000 new products, at best ... one hundred steps), an idiom that means there is little difference. But there are times when we need to calmly distinguish ...
VOX POPULI: The Sasaki and Mori gaffes may look similar, but not the same
We’re presenting seven different ways pairs of words that can “react” together to produce a new word. For example ... of the other commodities were obscured through bizarre idioms. The top-line idioms ...
Kominers’s Conundrums: A Word Chemistry Lab Needs Organizing
Many Grande Prairie area firefighters and other participants in the Seventh Annual Firefighters Stair Challenge are using the facility south of town as a surrogate for Calgary’s Bow Tower. Normally, ...
It's a long way to the top for a Grande Prairie firefighter
Haskell development by creating an account on GitHub.
The Voids Of Haskell
New Yorker magazine recently obtained an interview with Gabriela López, the president of the school board, concerning the re-naming process. Parsing through the millennial style of idiom, grammar and ...
Al Jones: An Orwellian dead end
“Home is where you hang your hat”, goes the idiom. Odd then that after two massive games ... power-up -- progress further with access to new areas. Repeat, albeit now expanded. Last week (week of May ...
Subnautica: Below Zero Review
The managing principal at one of the largest commercial real estate brokerage firms in the state learned a valuable lesson in the simple idiom: “What’s one man ... Cy-Fair Fire Department honored with ...
Repurposed signs saving Cy Ranch FFA students money
These new experiences required a new cultural idiom, and in the Guadalupe cult the various segments of colonial society found cultural forms in which they expressed their parallel interests and ...
Our Lady of Guadalupe: Mexican National Symbol
Turnover in a company's workforce is a positive opportunity for change: a chance to refresh your recruitment process and diversify your internal team. IHere are my top tips for creating a more di ...
Looking to build a diverse talent pipeline? Here are 6 steps to do so
The Prime Effect,' we hear what the creation of Alexa tells us about the man who built Amazon. Who is Jeff Bezos? In the second part of our series Amazon: The Prime Effect, we hear what the creation ...
The Prime Effect: Alexa, AI And What Makes Jeff Bezos Tick
France is reopening to travelers, including Americans. A reporter based in France breaks down the current rules and restrictions and what travelers who want to go should know.
France Is Reopening to Travelers—Here’s Everything You Need to Know
While Safouan admits that the linguistic arguments of his book are not new — they build on generations ... language from the simple and fluent idiom in which we speak” and owe more than ...
The Egyptian Oedipus: Remembering psychoanalyst Moustapha Safouan
Purportedly imposed to increase quality, efficiency, and light output, the new 1,000 hour limit also resulted in many more bulb sales. Archived documents show that significant research was ...
What Happened To The 100,000-Hour LED Bulbs?
“Dogs in American culture basically have positive meanings, but in Chinese culture and idioms, they are mostly ... Subscribe to our newsletter and get news delivered to your mailbox.
China accuses US of ‘blatant racism’ for comparing students to dogs
They backed calls for building 300 high-performance hydrogen refuelling stations for heavy-duty vehicles by 2025 and 1,000 stations by 2030 ... said they would remain competitors in developing new ...
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